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Abstract
Microring resonators are attractive for low-power frequency conversion via Bragg-scattering four-
wave-mixing due to their comb-like resonance spectrum,which allows resonant enhancement of all
fourwaves whilemaintaining energy andmomentum conservation.However, the symmetry of such
mode structures limits the conversion efﬁciency to 50%due to the equal probability of up- and down-
conversion.Here, we demonstrate how two coupledmicrorings enable highly directional conversion
between the spectralmodes of one of the rings. An extinction between up- and down-conversion of
more than 40 dB is experimentally observed. Based on thismethod, we propose a design for on-chip
multiplexed single-photon sources that probabilistically generate photon pairs acrossmany frequency
modes of a ring resonator and subsequently convert them to a single frequency—thereby enabling
quasi-deterministic photon emission. Our numerical analysis shows that once a photon is generated,
it can be converted and emitted into awave packet having a 90%overlapwith aGaussianwith 99%
efﬁciency for a ratio between intrinsic and coupling quality factors of 400.
1. Introduction
Four-wave-mixing (FWM) processes have beenwidely studied in photonic integrated circuits (PICs) because the
intensity enhancement in sub-wavelength conﬁnement waveguides signiﬁcantly reduces the required pump
power [1]. Frequency conversion, where a signal ﬁeld atωs is converted to an idler ﬁeld atωi, is possible via FWM
using two strong pumpﬁelds at P1w and P2w with P P i s2 1w w w w- = - . In this so-called Bragg-scattering FWM
(BS-FWM) process [2], photons are annihilated from the ﬁelds atωs and P2w and created atωi and P1w .
Frequency conversion is possible with both classical and quantumﬁelds [2, 3]with applications in optical
communication [4] as well as quantum information processing [3].
Resonant enhancement of the BS-FWMprocess is possible usingmicroring resonators if all four frequencies
coincidewith resonances of the ring.However, if the frequency separation between the pumps is e.g. one free-
spectral-range (FSR) of the ring ( P P FSR2 1w w- = W ), then a ﬁeld atωs is up-converted to i s FSRw w= + W+ or
down-converted to i s FSRw w= - W- with equal probability. The reason is that the two processes only differ in
changing the roles of the pumps as receiver or donor of photons. This limits the conversion efﬁciency to 50% [5]
as illustrated inﬁgures 1(a), (c).
In this work, we demonstrate a PIC device that usesmode-coupling to allow frequency conversion between
resonances of amicroring resonatorwith an extinction ratio above 40 dB. The concept (illustrated inﬁgure 1(b))
is based on coupling two rings where the FSR of one is an integermultiple of the other.When their resonances
align, the coupling-inducedmode-splitting effectively eliminates either the up- or down-converted resonance
leading to near-unity conversion efﬁciency (see ﬁgures 1(b), (c)). Another interpretation of themode-splitting is
that the auxiliary ring introduces an additional phase to the ﬁeld circulating in ring 1 (see appendix A for details).
The auxiliary ringmay therefore be viewed as a tool for dispersion engineering of ring 1 and this approach has
been applied to FWMapplications in ring resonators [6, 7]. Dispersion engineeringwas also used to achieve
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unidirectional frequency conversion inﬁbers by having only the up- or down-conversion process be phase-
matched [8, 9].
Our primarymotivation for studying frequency conversion in PIC resonator structures is its potential for
realizing frequency-multiplexed single photon sources. Quasi-deterministic single photon generation using
probabilistic parametric processes, such as spontaneous parametric down-conversion or spontaneous FWM
(SFWM), requiresmultiplexing [10]. This process relies on producing photons probabilistically between several
modes representing spatial, temporal, or spectral degrees of freedomof the photons. One of the challenges in
multiplexing is to convert photons fromanymode into a single outputmodewithout reducing the ﬁdelity of the
quantum state.Mostmultiplexing demonstrations have relied on spatial or temporalmodes [11–14], but
quantum frequency conversionwas recently demonstrated as a powerful tool to enablemultiplexing of photons
in different spectralmodes [9, 15]. Themain advantage of using the spectral degree of freedomof photons is that
no lossy switches are needed to combinemodes after frequency conversion. This is generally not the case for
spatial- or temporal degrees of freedom [11–14]where the number of switches (and therefore the total loss)
increases with the number ofmultiplexedmodes. For frequency-multiplexing, the number of usablemodes is
limited by the bandwidth overwhich efﬁcient frequency conversion is possible. So far, all experimental
demonstrations ofmultiplexingwere implemented usingﬁber or free-space optics due to the difﬁculty of
achieving on-chip quantum feedback control. However, compact and energy efﬁcient sources suitable for large-
scale quantum information processing require devices based on PICs. Ring resonators are natural candidates
owing to their comb-likemode spectrum (see ﬁgure 1(a)), which has been used to demonstrate frequency
conversion [5] and high-dimensional entanglement [16].
Based on our demonstration of unidirectional frequency conversion, we propose a PIC single-photon
source thatmultiplexes the dense spectralmodes ofmicroring resonators to enable quasi-deterministic
emission. Itsmultiplexing protocol only involves switching the classical pump ﬁelds, which signiﬁcantly reduces
the single-photon loss [9]. The device is very compact since photon creation and frequency conversion occur in
the same resonator structure. The output photons have very high spectral purity [17], which is essential for high-
visibilitymulti-photon interference. Additionally, we showhow the temporal wave packet of emitted photons
may be controlled by shaping the BS-FWMpumpﬁelds.
This article is organized as follows: insection 2we present our experimental results demonstrating
unidirectional frequency conversion betweenmodes of a ring resonator.Section 3 presents our proposal for
using this concept in a PIC implementation of a frequency-multiplexed single-photon source.We conclude
insection 4with a discussion of the challenges involvedwith realizing our proposal.
2. Experimental demonstration of unidirectional frequency conversion
Efﬁcient BS-FWM in ring resonators requires both energy- andmomentum conversion, which is achieved
when n n n ng P g P g i g s2 1w w w w- = -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), with ng being the group index of the ring. For our experimental
demonstration of unidirectional frequency conversionwe used four resonances in relatively close proximity
such that the group indexwas approximately constant over the frequency range of interest.We fabricated a
device (shown inﬁgure 2(a)) consisting of two coupledmicroring resonators realized in a silicon-on-insulator
Figure 1. (a) Illustration of Bragg-scattering FWMin a single ring resonator. Two strong pumpﬁelds are injected into the ring along
with a signal ﬁeld. In the FWMprocess, a photon is exchanged between the pumpswhile a signal photon is converted in energy by an
amount corresponding to the energy difference between the pumps. The comb-likemode spectrumof the ring resonantly enhances
both up- and down-conversion because those processes only differ by reversing the roles of the pumps as donor or acceptor of a
photon. (b)Mode-splitting induced by coupling between two ring resonators enables unidirectional frequency conversion by only
providing resonant enhancement to the up-conversion process. (c)Calculated up-conversion efﬁciency by considering the signal
mode and its nearest neighbors aswell as onemode of the smaller ring (see appendix A for details).
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(SOI)material (250 nm silicon on a 3 μmthick buried oxide layer) using electron-beam lithography. The
waveguides are 500 nmwide and the circumference of ring 1 (2) is 324 μm (81 μm) such that the FSR of ring 1,
c2 1.55 nmFSR pW = , is four times smaller than that of ring 2. The device is covered by a 1 mm thick oxide layer
on top ofwhich a heating element is formed by a thin titaniumwire, see ﬁgure 2(a). Grating couplers [18] are
used for coupling in and out of the chip.
In the BS-FWMexperiment we pump ring 1 on the two resonances at c2 1553.9 nmp1w p= and
c2 1552.3 nmp2w p= (seeﬁgure 2(b)) using continuouswave (CW) lasers. AweakCW laser is used for the
signal and its wavelength is scanned across the resonance at c2 1542.9 nmsw p= . For eachwavelength,λ, of the
signal laser, the spectrumof the generated idler ﬁelds aremeasured in the vicinity of the up- and down-
convertedmodes at c2 1541.3 nmiw p=+ and c2 1544.4 nmiw p=- , respectively. This gives rise to two-
dimensional idler powermaps, see ﬁgure A4 for an example. Our setup for the BS-FWMexperiment is shown in
ﬁgure 3. The three CW lasers (pump 1, pump 2, and signal) are combined using aWDMmodule and both input
and output can be sent to anOSAusing a two-by-two switch. Additionally, the pump output power can be
monitored by powermeters while tuning their wavelengths to thermally lock them to the ring resonances [5]. A
broadbandASE source is used tomeasure linear transmission spectra.
The heater on ring 1 is used to align the resonances of the two rings. Figure 4(a) shows themeasured
transmission as a function of wavelength (close to il -) and heater voltage. The spectrum exhibits an avoided
crossing typical of strongly coupled systems [19]. From the two-dimensional idler powermaps, the diagonal
cross-sections (see ﬁgure A4) corresponding to the power emitted near the up-convertedmode,
P ,i FSRl l l-+( ), and down-convertedmode, P ,i FSRl l l+-( ), are plotted inﬁgures 4(b)–(d). The
corresponding heater voltages are indicated inﬁgure 4(a). The three plots correspond to the resonance of ring 1
being red-detuned (b), aligned (c), and blue-detuned (d)with respect to the resonance of ring 2.Note that the
symmetric case inﬁgure 4(c) requires a lower heater voltage compared toﬁgure 2(b)due to the thermal red-shift
induced by the pumps. Figures 4(b)–(d) also show transmission spectra of the down-convertedmode,
Ti FSRl l+-( ), signalmode,Ts l( ), and up-convertedmode,Ti FSRl l-+( ), while the pumps are on.
Inappendix A.1, we derive expressions for the transmission and conversion efﬁciency, which are plotted as solid
lines inﬁgures 4(b)–(d). The values ofmodel parameters inappendix A.1were estimated using a step-wise
ﬁtting procedure described in appendix B and are listed in table 1. The agreement between theory and
measurement inﬁgures 4(b)–(d) suggests that our device is well-described by themodel used inappendix A.1.
The results from three different heater settings inﬁgure 4 illustrate thatmaximumdirectionality of the
frequency conversion process is achievedwhen the resonances of the two rings are exactly aligned (ﬁgure 4(c)).
Figure 2. (a)Opticalmicroscope image of fabricated double-ring device. A heater covering the left side of ring 1 is used tomodify its
resonance frequencies. The inset shows a scanning electronmicroscope image of ring 2. (b)Measured transmission spectrum showing
whichmodes are used for the signal ( sw ) and two pumps ( p1w and p2w ) in the BS-FWMexperiment.
Figure 3.Experimental setup. Pol: polarization controller, EDFA: erbium-doped ﬁber ampliﬁer, VOA: variable optical attenuator,
WDM:wavelength divisionmultiplexingmodule, LP: linear polarizer, DUT: device under test, OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, ASE:
ampliﬁed spontaneous emission source.
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As the detuning between the resonances is increased (ﬁgures 4(b), (d)) the symmetry between up- and down-
conversion is increasingly restored.
Ourmeasured conversion efﬁciency is 0.55% (−22.6 dB) and limited by pumppower and two-photon
absorption (TPA). Reaching near-unity efﬁciency requires amaterial without TPA [5]. The BS-FWM inter-
modal coupling strength, c¯may be estimated in two different ways, seeequations (A24) and(A27). The
resulting values are 0.04c g=¯ and 0.06c g=¯ , respectively, which also suggests a reasonable consistencywithin
themodel.
Ourmain experimental result is a very high extinction between up- and down-conversion ofmore than
40 dBwhen the ring resonances are aligned (see ﬁgure 4(c)).We note that the extinction, 2z W∣ ( )∣ , is frequency
dependent andwould therefore be lower for pulsed inputﬁelds.
Figure 4. (a)Transmission as a function of wavelength and heater voltage in the vicinity of il -. (b)–(d) Idler output power as a
function of the signal laser wavelength,λ, from the down-converted resonance (red) and up-converted resonance (blue) aswell as the
corresponding transmission near il - (orange), sl (green), and il + (black). Solid lines areﬁts usingequations (A21) and (A24)with
the parameters listed in table 1.
Table 1.Device parameters. The in- and
out-coupling,Tcpl, was estimated by
assuming the transmission away from any
resonance is Tcpl
2 . The power in the bus
waveguide immediately before the ring
was estimated as P T Pn ncpl in,= , where
Pin,n is the powermeasured before the ﬁber
array. The up-conversion efﬁciency, ih +,
was estimated from the ratio of the peak of
the up-converted power, Pi+, to the input
power,Ps. The remaining parameters are:
the extinction ratio, 2z∣ ∣ (deﬁned in
equation (A4)), the coupling quality
factor, Q sw g= (with γ being the
coupling rate), the intrinsic quality factor
of ring 1 and 2, QL s Ln nw g= (with Lng
being the intrinsic loss rates), the ring-ring
coupling, g, the free-carrier absorption loss
rate caused by the pumps, FCAg , and the
BS-FWMinter-modal coupling
strength, c¯.
Measured Fitted
Tcpl=−9.4 dB Q=4.4×10
4
P 3.9 dBmp1 = Q 1.11 10L 51 = ´
P 4.2 dBmp2 = Q 1.52 10L 52 = ´
Ps=−11.6 dBm g=2.86γ
22.6 dBih = -+ 0.36FCAg g=
41.7 dB2z =∣ ∣ 0.06c g=¯
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3.On-chip frequency-multiplexing device
Having demonstrated a device concept enabling near-unity frequency conversion efﬁciency between ring
resonatormodes allows us to design spectrallymultiplexed single-photon sources for implementation in PICs.
In order to both generate and frequency convert photons in the same resonator, control over the cavity-
waveguide coupling for differentmodes is required. Interferometric coupling [20]may be used to generate
photon pairs where one, the signal photon, is decoupled from the buswaveguide whereas the other, the idler
photon, is strongly coupled. Then, the signal photon remains in the resonatorwhile the idler is routed to a
detector that controls switches allowing speciﬁc BS-FWMpumps to convert the signal photon. Amajor
advantage of our proposal is the elimination of spatial switches used in e.g. [21] by converting signal photons to a
commonoutputmode, outw , which is strongly coupled to the buswaveguide. It is even possible to shape the
wave packet of the output photons by tailoring the temporal shape of the BS-FWMpumps, whichwe show
insection 3.3.
Our proposed PIC implementation is illustrated inﬁgure 5. It is based on a scalablemultilayer silicon nitride
(SiN) on SOI platform [22, 23] that enables individual photons to be produced, frequency converted, and routed
in the SiN layerwith low loss and noTPAwhile switching of the pumpﬁelds occurs in the silicon layer [24, 25].
Photon pair generation by SFWMand frequency conversion by BS-FWMoccur in the FWM-resonator. It
resembles the device inﬁgure 2(a) except for its interferometric coupling, which is achieved by forming aMach–
Zehnder interferometer (MZI) between the buswaveguide and part of ring 1 [20]. Frequency-selective ring
resonator drop-ﬁlters [26] connect each idlermode to a speciﬁc superconducting-nanowire-single-photon-
detector (SNSPD). The electrical signal from the detector is processed [27] and used toﬂip switches [24, 25]
controlling the passage of the BS-FWMpumpﬁelds. The rightmost SOI switch inﬁgure 5 controls the passage of
the SFWMpump at pw (blue pulse), its neighbor controls the commonBS-FWMpump at p2w (green pulse),
while the rest control BS-FWMpumps at p n,1w (yellow and red pulses) for each spectralmultiplexingmode,
n Î . Note that the illustration inﬁgure 5 is an example using N 2= spectralmodes.
The emission protocol consists of the following two steps:ﬁrst, a SFWMpumppulse at pw generates photons
at any of themode pairs s n,w and i n,w , where s (i)means signal (idler) and n Î enumerates the spectral
multiplexingmodes. Signal photons remain in the resonatorwhile idler photons are routed to the SNSPDs.
Second, an idler detection causes two SOI switches [24, 25] toﬂip allowing BS-FWMpumps at p2w and p n,1w
(with p p n s n, out ,2 1w w w w- = - ) to enter the resonator and frequency convert the signal photon to the
commonoutput at outw . The outputmode is strongly coupled to the buswaveguide causing the converted
photon to exit the resonator and couple into the outputwaveguide through theMZI-ﬁlter.
We stress that the switches only operate on the classical pumpﬁelds -making their insertion loss far less
critical than if they operated on single photons.
3.1. Interferometrically coupled resonator
The FWM-resonator is sketched again inﬁgure 6(b)with theﬁelds, s, in various parts of the device indicated.
Considering a case without inputﬁelds (s 0in = ) and aﬁeld, sg, being generated inside ring 1, the intra-cavity
power enhancement of ring 1 is deﬁned as (see appendix A.3 for details)
C
s
s t
t
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1 e
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e
1 e
, 1
g
1
2
1,1
,1 i
12
2
12
2
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where 1F (Φ2) is the round-trip phase of ring 1 (2). The through-coupling coefﬁcient of the coupling region
between the rings is 2n . Thematrix describing theMZI coupling region is
Figure 5. Schematic illustration of our proposed PIC. The green layer is silicon nitride, pink is silicon, gold is superconducting
material, and yellow is electrical wiring.
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whereψ is the phase imbalance of theMZI and the directional couplers are assumed identical with a through-
coupling coefﬁcient 1n . The blue curve inﬁgure 6(c)plotsequation (1) and the red curve plots the off-diagonal
elements of theMZI couplingmatrix inequation (2) for a FWM-resonator designwhere the length of ring 1 is
four times larger than ring 2 and six times larger than the path-length difference of the coupling-interferometer.
Resonances of ring 1 are enumerated relative to the SFWMpump as jj p FSRw w= + W with j Î and ring 2 has
resonances at n1 4w- + with n Î . Figure 6(c) shows that signalmodes at s n n, 2 6w w= - + are decoupled from the
buswaveguide whereas the pump ( pw ), idler ( i n n, 2 6w w= - ), and outputmode ( out 1w w= ) are strongly coupled.
Note that n attains both positive and negative values so that signalmodes exist on both sides of pw . Figure 6(a)
illustrates the relevant FWMprocesses of the pair creation and frequency conversion for n 0= . Direct
generation of photons at outw 2 p out 1w w w + -( )must be avoided since emission should only occur after step
two of the protocol. The process is indeed suppressed due tomode-splitting at 1w- . Additionally,mode-
splittings at n5 12w- + ensure suppression of the conversion process s n p n n p, , 5 121 2w w w w+  +- + , whereas the
desiredmultiplexing conversion in the opposite direction, s n p p n, out ,2 1w w w w+  + , is resonantly enhanced.
In the high conversion efﬁciency regime, it becomes important to consider cascaded BS-FWMprocesses in
which photons get converted several times before coupling into the buswaveguide. This severely limits the
conversion efﬁciencywithout interferometric coupling. Inappendix Cwe show that the conversion efﬁciency is
limited to 50%even for perfect unidirectionality by including ﬁrst-order cascaded FWM.However, we note that
signalmodes inﬁgure 6(c) are located symmetrically around outw , such that
n, . 3s n s n, out out , 1 w w w w- = - Î- -∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )( )
This ensures that theﬁrst-order cascaded BS-FWMprocess is s n s n, out , 1w w w  - -( ), where the photon ends
on another signalmode. Any higher-order process is suppressed bymode-splitting and the photon is eventually
converted back to outw .
Undesired SFWMproducing photons at outw or s n,w from the BS-FWMpumpsmay be suppressed by
placing the BS-FWMand SFWMpumps on either side of the zero-dispersionwavelengthmatching their group
indices [5]. In this way, the undesired SFWMprocesses are not phase-matched and therefore suppressed. If the
path-length difference of theMZI-ﬁlter inﬁgure 5 is two times shorter than ring 1 itmay be adjusted to separate
odd- from even-numberedmodes such that outw is dropped to the outputwaveguidewhile pw and all idler
modes continue in the buswaveguide towards the SNSPDs.
3.2. Spectral correlations of generated photon pairs
An important advantage of our proposed design is its ability to produce photonswith very high spectral purity. It
has been shown that the spectral purity of photons emitted from a resonatorwhere idler, pump, and signal
modes are identical is limited to 92% even for aﬂat pump spectrum [17, 28]. In [17] it was shown that using
interferometric coupling to increase the linewidth of the pump relative to the signal and idler enables arbitrarily
Figure 6. (a) Illustration of FWMprocesses occurring in the resonator shown in (b). Arrows pointing up correspond to creation of a
photonwhereas downwards-pointing arrows correspond to annihilation of a photon. Suppressed processes involvingmodeswith
resonance-splitting are indicated by red arrows and desired processes are indicated by green arrows. (b) Sketch of the FWM-resonator.
(c) Intra-cavity power enhancement of ring 1 inequation (1). (d)Ring-bus coupling, i 1 1 exp i,1 1 1
2
J n n y= - +[ ( )]( ) ,
inequation (2). Note that (a), (c), and (d) share the frequency axis and BS-FWMpumps are far-detuned fromothermodes as in [5].
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high spectral purity. Another solution is tomodify the pump spectrum as shown in [29]. Our design achieves a
signal linewidth, sg , that is smaller than the pump, pg , and idler, ig . Figure 7(a) plots the spectral purity of our
device as a function of the ratio between the quality factors (Qj j jw g= with j labeling the resonance) of the
signal and idlermodes when assumingQ Qp i= and aﬂat pump spectrum (see appendixD for details).We note
that this is the purity of signal photons being leaked into the environment and leave the purity analysis of
photons coupled out after frequency conversion for futurework. Figure 7(a) shows that the spectral purity
rapidly increases towards unity asQs/Qi increases. In the next section, we show that the frequency conversion
efﬁciency increases withQL/Qi (wereQL p Lw g= ), whichmeans that the spectral purity increases
simultaneously sinceQ Qs L» for the interferometrically coupled device. ForQs/Qi=100, the resulting joint
spectral intensity is plotted inﬁgure 7(b). It displays a broad idler distribution andnarrow signal distribution,
with negligible correlations between signal and idler frequencies, giving rise to a spectral purity of 99.9%.
3.3. Photon frequency conversion
The second step of the emission protocol consists of frequency converting a signal photon from the signalmode
(s) to the outputmode (denoted ohere for brevity). For amaterial without TPA, the efﬁciency is only limited by
the ring-ring coupling in the formG g L L og g g= +( ) and the ratio between the coupling- and loss rates,
QL/Qo. Here, we are interested in emitting photons into a speciﬁc wave packet described by the function
S toout, ( ). Photons with time-symmetric wave packets are particularly interesting for e.g. two-photon gates [30]
and reducing sensitivity to timing jitter in two-photon interference [31] sowe consider aGaussianwave packet
as a speciﬁc example
S t
t
t t
t
2 ln 2
exp 2 ln 2 . 4oout,
Gauss 0
2
2
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p= D -
-
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⎛
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It has a temporal full width at halfmaximum (FWHM)Δt, spectral width t4 ln 2wD = D( ) , and its squared
amplitude integrates to 1. Inappendix E, we derive the temporal shape of tc¯( ) required to achieve the desired
outputwave packet.We use this result when solving the equations ofmotion inequation (A56) for the cavity
ﬁeld amplitudes of the signal (As), output (Ao), down-converted (Ai-), and auxiliary (B)mode as well as the
outputwave packet (S oout, ). The deviation of the output, S oout, , from the desiredwave packet, S oout,
Gauss, is quantiﬁed
by the conversion efﬁciency
S t td , 5oout
0
out,
2òh = ¥∣ ( )∣ ( )
and overlap
S S S t S t tOL
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d . 6o o o oout, out,
Gauss
out 0
out, out,
Gauss
2
*òh= á ñ =
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Figure 8(a) plots the solution toequation (A56) for a speciﬁc case ofQ Q G500, 100L o = = , and
0.38ow gD = . The occupation probabilities are deﬁned as An n 2 º ∣ ∣ and the absolute square of the output
ﬁelds correspond to the probability density of observing the photon at different times. Assuming that a photon
occupies the signalmode at time t 0= , the blue curve inﬁgure 8(a) shows how the probability decays as the
photon is converted to the outputmode and coupled out of the resonator. Comparing the green and dotted
black curves illustrates that the outputwave packet has a large overlapwith aGaussianwith deviations only in the
tails. Figure 8(a) further shows that conversion to the i-mode (red curve) is highly suppressed even for a pulsed
output as opposed to the suppression of CWﬁelds insection 2.However, pulsed operation requires a larger
value ofG thanCWoperation to achieve a large suppression.
Figure 7. (a)Themaximumheralded purity versus the ratio of signal and idler quality factors. (b)The joint spectral intensity for
Q Q 100s i = . In both (a) and (b) it was assumed that Q Qp i= and that the pump spectrumwas ﬂat.Note that we assumed zero
intrinsic loss in these calculations.
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To investigate the inﬂuence of loss and out-coupling through the down-convertedmode, we evaluate the
ﬁgures ofmerit for different values ofQL/Qo andG. The results are shown inﬁgures 8(b), (c). Inﬁgure 8(b)we
require an overlap of at least 99%, and it is seen that 99% conversion efﬁciency is achievable withG 100= and
Q Q 1000L o ~ . AsG decreases, the bandwidth of large extinction between up- and down-conversion also
decreases. This necessitates narrow bandwidth pulses, which are longer in time leading to higher loss during
emission. Therefore, both the conversion efﬁciency and optimumpulse bandwidth decreases with decreasingG
as illustrated inﬁgure 8(b).
If the overlap requirement is relaxed, the conversion efﬁciency can be signiﬁcantly increased as illustrated in
ﬁgure 8(c). This demonstrates that there exists a trade-off between conversion efﬁciency and the desired
temporal wave packets of the emitted photons, which is important to keep inmind for different applications of
the source.
4.Discussion
With our experimental demonstrationwe have shownhow to overcome limitations in the efﬁciency of
frequency conversion betweenmodes of PIC ring resonators due to their symmetricmode spectrum. Achieving
on-chipmultiplexing requires a latency of the quantum feedback below the photon storage time, which is only
possible by placing switches in close proximity to the SNSPDs. The SOI-based switchesmust then be functional
at cryogenic temperatures, which has recently been demonstrated [24]. Driving the switches using theweak
electrical signals output from the SNSPDs is challenging, but devices capable of ampliﬁcation and logic
operations have been developed [27]. Single chipﬁlteringwith sufﬁcient extinction for pump rejection has
recently been demonstrated [26]. However, the BS-FWMpumpsmust be even higher power than the SFWM
pump and further progress in on-chip ﬁltering is necessary. Additionally, it is necessary to statically tune the
rings of the FWM-resonator as well as the drop ﬁlters. Opto-electro-mechanical tuning of the refractive index in
waveguides is suitable for cryogenic operation and demonstrations of large index shifts with low loss have been
presented [32]. The number of available spectralmultiplexingmodes depends on the bandwidth over which
p p n s n, out ,2 1
w w w w- » -∣ ∣ ∣ ∣, relative to the FSR of ring 1.N=16 is the lower limit to achieve 99% ﬁdelity of the
single-photon state assuming zero loss and number-resolving detectors [33]. Since frequency-combswith
hundreds ofmodes have been realized in SiNmicrorings [34] it seems reasonable to expect that several tens of
multiplexingmodes would be possible (note that only every sixthmode is available formultiplexing with our
scheme inﬁgure 6).
In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated that unidirectional frequency conversion between
modes of ring resonators is possible withmore than 40 dB extinction. Our theoretical investigation shows that
this leads to near-unity conversion efﬁciency and based on this, we proposed a scheme for PIC frequency-
multiplexed single photon sources with high performance. For instance, ﬁgures 7(b) and 8(c) show that 99%
conversion efﬁciency and spectral purity is possible forQL/Qi∼400. If, for instance, the pump, idler, and
outputmodes have couplingQs of 104 the corresponding intrinsicQmust be 4×106, which is well belowwhat
has been demonstrated [35]. Electronic feedback control at these short timescales remains to be demonstrated,
but sincemany quantum information processing tasks rely on it, we are optimistic that the ﬁeldwill progress
sufﬁciently. For an analysis of the full system efﬁciency including latency in the quantum feedback aswell as
detector efﬁciency, we refer to [21]. Importantly, we note that extraction of the created signal photon from the
ring is included in the frequency conversion efﬁciency here, whereas the loss associatedwith this process was not
treated in [21].We consider our proposal to be a very promising route to on-chipmultiplexed single-photon
sources for near-term implementation. The constituent components have been demonstrated individually
Figure 8. (a)A solution of the emittedwave packet (green) alongwith the occupation probability of the signalmode (blue) and down-
convertedmode (red), as well as tc¯( ) (orange). (b)Conversion efﬁciency (blue, left axis) as a function ofQL/Qo for different values of
the ring-ring coupling,G. The corresponding optimumpulse widths are plotted in red (right axis). These valueswere obtained using
the criteriaOL99%. (c)Conversion efﬁciency as a function ofQL/Qo forG= 100 for different overlap requirements.
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[23, 24, 26, 27, 32] and switching only the classical ﬁelds signiﬁcantly improves the loss-budget over other types
ofmultiplexing.
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AppendixA.Devicemodels
It is useful to consider two descriptions of the coupled resonators in this work.One, whichwe denote the
coupled-modemodel (CMM), is convenient formodeling the dynamics of the system and predict its
performance. The other, denoted the frequency domainmodel (FDM), is useful for device design. Figure A1(a)
shows a sketch of the device indicating parameters in theCMMandﬁgure A1(b) shows theﬁelds used in the
FDManalysis. Below, we go through eachmodel description and explain how to relate their parameters. This
ensures that geometrical properties of devices can be related to their performance and thereby assist the design
process.
A.1. Coupled-modemodel
TheCMMis the standard description used in open quantum systemswhere the cavity resonances are treated as
discretemodes that couple to each other and the continuouswaveguide-modes with coupling rates gjq and jg ,
respectively. The system ismodeled by theHamiltonian H H HL NL= + with [36]
H a a a s a s
s s b b g a b b a
i
2
d
d , A1
L
j
j j j
j
j
j j
b i i
ò
ò
å åw gp w w w
ww w w w
= + -
+ + + +
-¥
¥
-¥
¥
- -
ˆ ˆ [ ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( )]
ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ( )
† † †
† † † †
where jä{s, i−, i+}. The nonlinear part is
H a a a a a a a a h.c. A2NL i s i s1 2 2 1c= + ++ -( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ( )† † † †
The heat bath responsible for the loss rate, Lg , is not explicitly included inHL but the loss rates are included in
operator equations ofmotion (see [37] for the necessary derivations). As illustrated in ﬁgure A1(a), themodes in
rings 1, 2, and the buswaveguide are represented by the annihilation operators a b,j qˆ ˆ , and sjˆ, respectively.We
only consider onemode of ring 2, which only couples tomode i—of ring 1, sowe have dropped the subscripts on
bˆ and g inequation (A1).
Equations ofmotion for the electric ﬁelds of the cavitymodesmay be found using theHamiltonian
inequations (A1) and(A2) [38]
A A A A S a
2
i i A3s
s
s i i s sin,*c c g= -G - - -+ - ¯ ¯ ( )
Figure A1. (a) Sketch of the device illustrating parameters of the coupled-modemodel. (b) Sketch of the device showing ﬁelds used in
the frequency domainmodel.
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A A A S b
2
i A3i
i
i s i iin,c g= -G - -+ + + + + ¯ ( )
A A A igB S c
2
i A3i
i
i s i iin,*c g= -G - - -- - - - - ¯ ( )
B B gA di
2
i A3ab
L
id g= - - - - ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )
S S A j s i i e, , , . A3j j j jout, in, g= + Î - +{ } ( )
Theﬁelds inequation (A3) are slowly varying amplitudes deﬁnedwith reference to themode resonances
a t A t texp ij j jw= -( ) ( ) ( ) and s t S t texp ij j j j jin, out, in, out, w= -( ) ( ) ( ). Theﬁeld in ring 2 is b t =( )
B t texp i iw- -( ) ( ), which gives rise to the detuning ab b id w w= - - inequation (A3d). The time-dependent
nonlinearity due to the BS-FWMpumps is a ap p1 2*c c= á ñ¯ ˆ ˆ † and j j Lg gG = + with jä{s, i−, i+}. In the linear
regime, 0c =¯ ,equations (A3c) and(A3d) decouple from the rest and describe two coupled resonators. In the
strong coupling regime, g 4ig> - , linear superpositions of Ai- and B formuncoupled super-modes with
modiﬁed resonance frequencies. If i bw w=- , the eigenfrequencies of the super-modes are shifted by
g 4i
2 2g - -( ) relative to the degenerate resonances of Ai- and B . Thismode-splitting is observed in
ﬁgure 2(b) for every fourthmode of ring 1 because the resonances of each ring are aligned and the FSR of ring 2 is
four times larger than that of ring 1.
To analyze the frequency conversion properties of the device, wemake the simplifying assumptions
i i ig g g= =+ - and *c c=¯ ¯ . For CWpumpﬁelds,equation (A3)may be solved using Fourier transforms From
the solution, we deﬁne the extinction ratio
S
S
g4
i2 i2
1, A4i
i L ab i
out,
out,
2
z g dW =
W
W = + - W G - W +
+
-
( )
˜ ( )
˜ ( ) [ ( )]( )
( )
whereΩ is the frequency separation of eachmode from its resonance, A aj j jwW = W +˜ ( ) ˜ ( ), as well as the
separation of the inputﬁeld from the signal resonance, S ss s sin, in, wW = W +˜ ( ) ˜ ( ). The ˜ is used to indicate
frequency domain ﬁelds. Themaximum extinction is found for 0W = and 0abd =
g
G
4
1 4 1, A5
L i
max
2
2z g= G + = + ( )
where the normalized coupling parameterG g L igº G was deﬁned. The up-conversion efﬁciency,
S
S
4
i2 i2 4 1
, A6i
i
s
i s
i s
out,
in,
2
2 1
2
h g g c c z= = G - W G - W + ++
+
-
˜
˜
¯
( )( ) ¯ ( )
( )
has amaximumof
G
G
1 4
2 4
, A7i
i s
i s
max
2
2
h g g= ++ GG+ ( )
which is achievedwhen 0abd = W = and for a nonlinearity
G
G
1
2
1 4
2 4
. A8i smax
2
2
c = ++ GG¯ ( )
Equations (A6) and(A7) are identical to equations (28) and (32) in [38] in the limitG¥ (note the factor of 2
difference in our deﬁnition of decay rates). In the limit of largeG and highly over-coupled ring
modes,equation (A7)may bewritten as
G
Q Q
Q
1
1
4
1 , A9i
s i
L
max
2
h » - - ++ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
which clearly shows the scaling withG and the ratio of coupling- to intrinsic quality factor (Qj j jw g= ).
Reaching 99% conversion efﬁciency requiresG∼10 andQL/Qj∼100with jä {s, i}. The linear transmission
in the vicinity of iw - and iw + is
t
S
S
a1
i
A10i
i
i
i
g
out,
in,
2 2 i
i
L ab
2
gW = WW = - - W + g d
- -
-
-
G
- W-
-
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
t
S
S
b1
i
, A10i
i
i
iout,
in,
2
i
gW = WW = - - W+
+
+
+
G+( )
( )
( )
( )
whereΩ again is the frequency separation from iw - inequation (A10b) and from iw + inequation (A10b). The
transmission spectra inequation (A10) are found by assuming all inputﬁelds inequation (A3) are zero except
S iin, - forequation (A10b) and S iin, + for equation (A10b).
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A.2. Frequency domainmodel
In the FDM, theﬁelds everywhere in the device (seeﬁgure A1(b)) are connected by transfermatrices.We assume
the directional couplers arewell-described by amatrix, C n( ), such that
C C
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s a, A11
1
out
1 1
in
2
12
2 2
12
= =- + --
+
+
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥ ( )( ) ( )
s s s s s s be , e , e . A1112 1 i 1 12 i 2 2 i
1
2
1
2 2= = = f+ - + - + -f f ( )
Solvingequation (A11)weﬁnd the transmission, t12, of the intra-cavity ﬁeld in ring 1when passing ring 2 and
the transmission, t, through the buswaveguide
C
C C
C
t
s
s
e
1 e
A1212
12
12
2,2
2 1,2
2
2,1
2 i
1,1
2 i
2
2
= = + -
f
f
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+
( )( )
( ) ( )
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C
C C
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e
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. A13out
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2,2
1 1,2
1
2,1
1 i
12
1,1
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The coupling regions are assumed to be described by symmetric transfermatrices
C e
i 1
i 1
, A14n
n n
n n
i
2
2
n
n n
n n
= -
-
q
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ ( )( )
where nq is the phase accumulated along the directional coupler and nn is the through-coupling coefﬁcient. The
phase accumulated through a length L is k(ω)Lwith the propagation constant approximated by
k k
k n
c
n
c
, A15
g
ref
eff refw w w w
w w» + ¶¶ D = + D( ) ( )
˜ ( )
where refw w wD = - . The imaginary part of the complex refractive index, n n nieff eff eff= ¢ + ˜ , is related to the
linear amplitude loss coefﬁcient and intensity loss rate by
n
c
n
c2
. A16L
L gref effa w g=  = ( )
The round-trip loss of the circulating ﬁeld in ring 1 due to coupling to the buswaveguide is C1,1
1
1n=∣ ∣( ) and a
connection to theCMM is given by
c
n L
exp ln , A17
g
1 RT,1 1
2
1
1
1
2g t n g n- =  = -[ ] ( ) ( )
where RT,1t is the round-trip time of ring 1. The coupling rate between the rings, g, can be related to the
parameters of the FDMby considering themodiﬁcation that ring 2 imposes on the circulating ﬁeld in ring 1.
Every time theﬁeld passes by ring 2 it acquires the amplitude and phase contained in t12 ofequation (A12). This
is seen from the round-trip term, C te1,1
1 i
121
f( ) , in the denominator on the right hand side ofequation (A13).
Deﬁning C C en n i n= q-( ) ( ) , and t t e12 12 i 2= q- , the round-trip term is C te1,11 i 121F( ) , where 1 1 1 2f q qF = + + is the
round-trip phase of ring 1without coupling between the rings. In this form, it is clear that the phase of t12
modiﬁes the resonance condition of ring 1. Figure A2(a) plots the phases of the round-trip termwhen both rings
have a resonance at iw -. Since targ i12 w p=-{ ( )} , the coupled system is anti-resonant at iw - and the black curve
shows that two new resonances appear at 0.1i FSRw  W- where the total round-trip phase equals 2π. The FSR of
ring 1 is c n L2 gFSR 1pW = ( ). The FDM therefore offers an interpretation of themode-splitting in terms of
dispersion engineering, whichwas also employed in [6, 7]. The parameters νn and g from the FDMandCMM
can be related from the expressions for the frequency shift induced by the ring-ring coupling
Figure A2. (a)Phases of the round-trip factor, C te1,1
1 i
12
1F( ) , as a function of frequency. (b)Comparison of the transmission calculated
fromequations (A12) and(A13) (blue, red, green) andequations (A10a) and(A10b) (dotted black). The used parameters are:
G 16.9, 0.011 , 0.0671 FSR 2 FSRg g= = W = W , and 5.3 10L 4 FSRg = ´ W- .
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where g 4i
2 2w gD = - ( ) . Figure A2(b)plots the transmission calculated from the FDMandCMMusing
equations (A16)–(A18) to relate the parameters. The good agreement illustrates that the CMMis a good
approximation over a fairly large bandwidth close to the resonances.
The effective index, neff˜ , group index, ng, and through-coupling, nn , can be calculated frommode solvers
such as Lumerical or Comsol given the cross-section geometry of thewaveguides. Using theCMMand FDM to
relate these parameters to estimates of the device performance inequations (A4) and(A7), it is possible to design
devices with speciﬁc properties.
A.3. Interferometrically coupled ring
To analyze the properties of an interferometrically coupled ring, we introduce a transfermatrix corresponding
toequation (A14) for interferometric coupling
C e
e 1 i 1 1 e
i 1 1 e 1 e 1
. A19n
n n n n
n n n
, i
2 i 2 2 i
2 i 2 i
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n n n n
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The phase accumulated in the ring (buswaveguide) arm is Ry ( By ) and B Ry y y= - . The directional couplers
are assumed identical with a through-coupling of nn . Considering a case without input ﬁelds (s 0in = ) and a
ﬁeld, sg, being generated inside ring 1 ( Cs s sg1 1,1
,1
1
= +- +( ) ), the solution toequation (A11) is
C
s
s t
1
1 e
, A20
g
1
1,1
,1 i
12
1
= -
-
F ( )( )
where R1 1 2f y qF = + + is again the round-trip phase of ring 1without ring 2 present andC C e,1 ,1 i R = y-( ) ( ) .
Appendix B.Model and experiment comparison
In this section, we provide additional details on how themodel parameters in table 1 are estimated. The
procedure consists ofﬁtting themeasured data using the analytical expressions for transmission and frequency
conversion efﬁciency.We use a step-wise procedure where parameters found from ﬁtting to the transmission
spectrawithout pumpﬁelds are usedwhen ﬁtting the transmission and conversion efﬁciencywith the pumps
on. Themeasured transmission spectrum is plotted inﬁgure A3. To compare to theCMMonly parts of the
transmission spectrum in the vicinity of the threemodes, ,i sl l- , and il + is used. This is because theCMM is
only a good approximation over a bandwidth inwhich the resonances are well-described by a Lorentzian. The
ring-waveguide coupling, γ, is assumed equal for allmodeswhile rings 1 and 2 are allowed different loss rates, L1g
and L2g , respectively. Equations (10a) and (10b) then read
T T a1
i
, A21i gcpl
2
2 2 i
2
L
L ab
1
2
2
gW = -
- W +g g g d
- +
- W-
( ) ( )
( )
T T b1
i
. A21i cpl
2
2
2
L1
gW = -
- Wg g+ +
( ) ( )
Figure A3.Measured transmission as a function ofwavelength and heater voltage.
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Equation (A21) includes the coupling loss,Tcpl, which is assumed identical for input and output grating
couplers. Changing the heater voltage detunes the resonances of the two rings andwemodel this by letting δab
depend on the voltage as
A BV . A22ab heat
2d = + ( )
Fittingequation (A21) to the data inﬁgure A3 allows us to estimate the parameters g A, , , ,L L1 2g g g , andB
(values forA andB are listed in table A1). The coupling loss,Tcpl, is estimated as themean value of the
transmission away from any resonances.When the pumps are turned on therewill be a nonlinear loss in ring 1
due to free-carrier-absorption from carriers generated by TPA. This is included inequation (A21) by
introducing amodiﬁed loss rate only in ring 1, L L FCA1 1g g g= + . Additionally, the resonances of ring 1 red-shift
due to the heat generated by TPA. This is included bymodifying δab asΔab=δab+δNL. This leaves only c¯ to be
determined, which is done by alsoﬁtting the converted spectra inﬁgures 4(b)–(d)usingmodiﬁed versions
ofequations (A4) and(A7)
g4
i2 i2
1 A23
L ab L
2
2 1
z g g gW = + D - W + - W +( ) [ ( )]( ) ( )
4
i2
,
1
. A24i
L
i i2
2
2
1
h gcg g h z hW = + - W =+ - +( )
¯
( ) ∣ ∣
( )
Since themeasured conversion efﬁciency in our experiment ismuch smaller than one, wemake the simplifying
assumption that the signal ﬁeld is undepleted, which corresponds to neglecting the terms A Ai ii i*c c- -+ -¯ ¯
inequation (A3a). The parameters ,FCA NLg d , and c¯ are estimated by simultaneously ﬁtting transmission and
idler output power data. Note that the parameters found from transmission datawithout pumps are heldﬁxed in
this process.We useﬁve datasets corresponding to different heater settings, three of which are shown in
ﬁgures 4(b)–(d). The nonlinear loss, FCAg , andKerr nonlinearity, c¯, are assumed to be identical for allﬁve
datasets whereas the nonlinear shifts, NLd , are allowed to vary among them. This is due to the fact that the
thermal locking procedure [5] used to tune the pumps into resonance does not consistently result in exactly the
same resonance shift even if the pumppower is identical. The values of the nonlinear shifts are listed in table A2.
The nonlinearitymay also be estimated based on the other parameters aswell as the properties of the ring. Using
the results in [38], we estimate the nonlinear coupling rate, c¯, of our device
, A25P P2 1*c b b= L∣ ¯ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )( ) ( )
where the parameters on the right hand side are [38]
cn
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, 2 . A26P
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The nonlinear refractive index is n2 andVring is the volume of ring 1. Assuming both pumpmodes are identical
to the signalmode and insertingequation (A26) into(A25) yields
cn
n V
P P
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. A27s
s
p p
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eff
2
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2 1 2
c w g= ¢ G∣ ¯ ∣ ( )
Asmentioned insection 2wemeasured the idler power at the up- and down-converted resonances as a
function of wavelength for each setting of the signal laser wavelength,λ. An example of the corresponding 2D
idler powermaps is shown inﬁgure A4. The dotted blue lines correspond to cross-sections withwavelengths
, FSRl l l-( ) for the up-convertedmode, and , FSRl l l+( ) for the down-convertedmode.
TableA1.Parameters estimated by comparison to
transmissionmeasurements without pump lasers.
We only list parameters that are not included in
table 1.
A B
839 10 rad s9 1- ´ - 49.9 10 rad s V9 1 2´ - -
Table A2.Values of δNL in units of 10 rad s9 1- for the ﬁve data sets,
estimated by ﬁtting transmission and idler power data.
NL
1d ( ) NL2d ( ) NL3d ( ) NL4d ( ) NL5d ( )
−21.609 7 0.813 0 4.807 8 4.149 7 11.839 3
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Figure A5 shows the idler power along the cross-sections for allﬁve data sets using the values in table A2 for
theﬁtted curves. A good qualitative agreement betweenmeasurement andmodel predictions is observed for all
ﬁve data sets.
B.1. Fitting using FDM
As an additional check of the ﬁtted parameters using theCMM,we also use the FDM toﬁt the spectra in ﬁgure
A3.Here, we use the entire wavelength range of themeasurement as the FDMmodels all the resonances aswell as
the FSR of the rings. Equation (A13) is used to estimate the parameters n, ,1 2 effn n ˜ , and ng.We assume only the
real part of neff˜ changes with applied voltage as inequation (A22)
n V n n V . A28Veff heat 0 heat
2¢ = ¢ + ¶( ) ( )
Figure A4.Measured idler output power as a function ofwavelength and signal laser wavelength,λ, from the up-converted resonance
(a) and down-converted resonance (b) for a heater setting of V 4.2 Vheat
2 2= corresponding tomaximumextinction ratio. The blue
dotted curves represent the diagonal cross-sections plotted inﬁgures 4 andA5, which correspond to the theoretical predictions in
e.g.equation (A6).
Figure A5. Idler output power as a function of the signal laser wavelength,λ, from the down-converted resonance (red) and up-
converted resonance (blue) as well as the transmission near il - (orange), sl (green), and il + (black). Solid lines areﬁts and dots are
measured data.
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The proportionality constant is
n
R
n
T
T
U
1
, A29V¶ = ¶¶
¶
¶ ( )
whereR is the resistance of the titaniumwire, U T¶ ¶ is its heat capacity, and∂n/∂T is the thermo-optic
coefﬁcient of silicon. Figure A6(a) shows a comparisonwith ﬁgure A3 using theﬁtting parameters listed in
table A3. The largest discrepancy is observed for heater voltages where the resonances of the rings align.
However, when ring 1 is either red- or blue-detuned from ring 2, the agreement is better as observed inﬁgure
A6(b). Themodel agrees well with themeasurement data at frequencies close tomodes of ring 1 that are far-
detuned frommodes of ring 2, which is also observed from ﬁgure A6(b). The values of parameters in table A3
agreewell with those in table 1, which provides additional conﬁdence in our parameter estimation.
AppendixC. Cascaded FWM
To consider the effect ofﬁrst-order cascaded BS-FWMprocesses we introduce an extramode Ai++ that couples
to Ai+
A A A A S a
2
i i A30s
s
s i i s sin,*c c g= -G - - -+ - ¯ ¯ ( )
A A A A b
2
i i A30i
i
i s i*c c= -G - -+ + ++ ¯ ¯ ( )
A A A c
2
i A30i
i
i ic= -G -++ ++ + ¯ ( )
A A A gB d
2
i i A30i
i
i s*c= -G - -- - ¯ ( )
B B gA ei
2
i A30ab
L
id g= - - - - ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )
S S A j s i i i f, , , , . A30j j j jout, in, g= + Î - + ++{ } ( )
Again, we have assumed that all idlermodes have the same coupling rates. For 0abd = and 0W = , we ﬁnd the
extinction ratio
G4 1
4
. A31i
i
2 2
2 2
z c=
G +
G +
( )
¯
( )
Figure A6. (a)Plot ofequation (A13) for the transmission as a function ofwavelength andheater voltage. (b) Spectra from the cross-
sections indicated by dotted lines in (a).
Table A3. FDMﬁtting parameters.
28 10 rad s9 1g = ´ - 12 10 rad sL 9 11g = ´ -
g 80 10 rad s9 1= ´ - 23 10 rad sL 9 12g = ´ -
n 2.6180¢ = ng=4.73
∂nV=1.96×10
−4 V−2
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The up-conversion efﬁciency is
4
4 1
. A32i
i s
i s
2 1
2
s
i
h g g c
c z
=
GG + + ++ GG -( )
¯
¯
( )
For 1z  , themaximum conversion efﬁciency is
A33i
i s
s i s
maxh g g= G G + G+ ( ) ( )
which is achievedwith a nonlinearity given by
1
2
. A34i
s
i s
maxc = G GG + G ( )
Insertingequation (A34) into(A31) yields
G4 1
2
. A35i s
i s
max 2z = + G + GG + G( ) ( )
From equations (A31)–(A35) it is seen that the additional requirement i sG G must be imposed to reach near-
unity conversion efﬁciencywhen taking cascaded processes into account. In fact,equation (A33) shows that the
conversion efﬁciency is limited to 50% if i sg g= . This number would be even lowerwhen considering second-
and higher-order cascaded processes.
AppendixD. Spectral correlations
The joint state of a photon pair created at s,0w and i,0w after they exit the resonator is
sd d , 0 0 , A36i s s i s s i i s i fYñ = W W W W W W ñ ñ∬∣ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ( )† †
where si iWˆ ( )† creates a photon in thewaveguide at the frequency i i,0w w= + W . Since 0sg = , the signal photon
only couples to the environment and s sf Wˆ ( )
†
is therefore the creation operator for heat bathmodes at w =
s s,0w + W . The joint spectral amplitude (JSA), ,s i W W( ), is essentially a two-dimensional wave function
containing information about the distribution and correlations of the signal and idler frequencies. For photons
created in a resonator, the JSA is proportional to [17, 28]
F l l, , A37s i p s i i i s s W W = W + W W W( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where l 2 ij j j j 1W = G + W -( ) [ ] are Lorentzian lineshapes with awidth determined by jG with jä{s, i, p}. The
pump function Fp is given by
F A l A ld , A38p p p p pòW = W¢ W - W¢ W - W¢ W¢ W¢( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
which is a convolution of the pumpﬁeld in the ring, A lp pW W( ) ( ), with itself. The JSAmay be expanded using a
Schmidt decomposition
, , A39s i
k
k i k i s k s, , å l y yW W = W W( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where j s i, ,j k,y Î { }are orthonormal signal and idler Schmidtmodes andλk the Schmidt coefﬁcients. The
square of the signal densitymatrix (originating from a partial trace of the joint state operator over the idler
sub-space) is used to deﬁne the spectral purity of heralded photons [29]
P . A40
k
k
4å l= ( )
All information about signal-idler frequency correlations are contained in Fp s iW + W( ) as seen
fromequation (A37). Themaximum spectral purity is achievedwhen the spectral width of the pumppulse is
much larger than thewidth of the pumpmode and the approximationAp≈1 can bemade inequation (A38).
Appendix E. Shaping output photons
The temporal shape of emitted photons is controllable via the time-dependent BS-FWMcoupling terms
inequation (A3). To determine the function, tinc¯ ( ), giving rise to a speciﬁc output, we consider the equations of
motion for an interferometrically coupled device
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A A A S a
2
i A41o
o
o s o oin in,
*c g= -G - - ¯ ( )
A A A b
2
i A41s
L
s oin
g c= - - ¯ ( )
S S A c. A41o o o oout, in, g= + ( )
For simplicity we consider only twomodes (corresponding to the limit of largeG), the signal (s) and output (o).
Instead of considering how to emit a function S toout, ( ) in the absence of any inputs (S 0oin, = ), we consider how
to absorb a function S t S to oin, out,- =( ) ( ). If tinc¯ ( ) is the control function that enables absorption of S toin, -( ),
then t tout inc c= -¯ ( ) ¯ ( ) is the control function that enables emission of S toout, ( ) (in the limit of zero loss).
Determining tinc¯ ( ) therefore solves both the absorption and emission problem.
To fully absorb a pulse into the resonator, wemust have S 0oout, = inequation (A41c) and therefore
A So o oin, g= - . Inserting intoequation (A41a) yields
S S A S S S A
2
i
2
i . A42o
o
o o s o o o
o L
o o sin, in, in in, in, in, in
* *c g g g g c g= -G + +  - - = ¯ ¯ ( )
The solution for As is found by rearranging terms inequation (A41b)
t
A S A t S t t
d
d
e e i
ie
e d . A43s t t
o
o s
t
o
t
t
o
in
in,
0
in in,
L L
L
L
2 2
2
2òcg g c=  = ¢ ¢ ¢-
- ¢g g
g
g( ) ¯ ¯ ( ) ( ) ( )
Inserting the result for As intoequation (A42)we ﬁnd
S S S S t S t t
2
e e e d . A44o L o o o t t o
t
t
oin, in, in, in in,
0
in in,
L
L L
2 2* òg g c c- - = ¢ ¢ ¢g ¢g g⎜ ⎟⎛⎝ ⎞⎠˙ ¯ ¯ ( ) ( ) ( )
Weassume S oin, Î such that the RHS can bewritten as
x y x y x x y y x y y xi i i , A45ò ò ò ò ò- + = + + -( )( ) ( ) ( )
where the functions are given by x S tRe exp 2o Lin in,c g= { ¯ } ( ) and similarly y S tIm exp 2o Lin in,c g= { ¯ } ( ). By
deﬁning the functions
X x R Y y Rcos , sin , A46ò òq q= = = =( ) ( ) ( )
the real part ofequation (A45) can be rewritten as
XX YY R R R R R R RR
t
Rcos sin cos sin cos sin
1
2
d
d
. A472q q q q q q q q+ = - + + = =˙ ˙ [ ˙ ( ) ( ) ˙] ( ) [ ˙ ( ) ( ) ˙] ( ) ˙ ( ) ( )
The imaginary part ofequation (A45) is
XY YX R R R R R R Rcos sin sin sin cos cos . A482q q q q q q q q q- = - - + = -˙ ˙ [ ˙ ( ) ( ) ˙] ( ) [ ˙ ( ) ( ) ˙] ( ) ˙ ( )
Since S oin, is real, we can deﬁne a real function
f S S S
2
e , A49o
o L
o o o
t
in, in, in, L
g g= - - g⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠˙ ( )
such that the solution toequations (A47) and(A48) are
R t f s s2 d A50
t
o
0
ò=( ) ( ) ( )
C0 , A511q q=  =˙ ( )
whereC1 is an arbitrary real constant. For simplicity we could chooseC1=0, such thatX=R and therefore
S R
f
f
f
S f
e
2
e
2
. A52o t
o
o
o
t
o o
in in, in
in,
L
L
2
2
ò ò
c c= =  =
-g
g
¯ ˙ ¯ ( )
E.1. Gaussianwave packet
Having determined the general solution inequation (A52), we now consider a speciﬁc example of aGaussian
wave packet
S t
t
t
t
2 ln 2
exp 2 ln 2 , A53oin,
2
2
1
4
p= D - D⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( )
( ) ( ) ( )
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with a FWHMtemporal widthΔt and spectral width t4 ln 2wD = D( ) . First, we note thatequation (A52) is
only a solution if the anti-derivative of fo is positive. For theGaussianwave packet inequation (A53)we have
S
t
tS
t
tS
4 ln 2
. A54o o oin, 2 in, in,
w= - D = -
D
D
˙ ( ) ( )
Since S oin, is positive, the condition for fo to be positive is
f
t
t
t
t
0
2
0
1
2
1 . A55o
o L o L
o
  g g w gw
g
g
- + DD  D - D -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
Thismeans fo is negative in the leading part of thewave packet up until the time given byequation (A55) and the
solution for inc¯ is invalid. However, this critical time can be pushed arbitrarily far into the tail of theGaussian by
increasing the coupling rate of the outputmode, og , relative to the pulse bandwidth,Δω.
To calculate the emission efﬁciency in the presence of loss and the down-convertedmode, we consider the
equations ofmotion
A A A a
2
i A56o
o
o soutc= -G - ¯ ( )
A A A A b
2
i i A56s
L
s o iout out
g c c= - - - - ¯ ¯ ( )
A A A gB c
2
i i A56i
o
i soutc= -G - -- - ¯ ( )
B B gA di
2
i A56ab
L
id g= - - - - ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )
S A e. A56o o oout, g= ( )
For simplicity, we assume the down-convertedmode and outputmode have the same coupling rates. The
appropriate initial condition is A A A B0 1, 0 0 0 0s o i= = = =-( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , and 0 0outc =¯ ( ) . This corresponds to
a signal photon occupyingmode As and the BS-FWMpumps not having entered the resonator yet. The absolute
square of the cavity ﬁelds then correspond to the probability of the photon occupying thesemodes,
j Aj 2 =( ) ∣ ∣ . Asmentioned above, the solution for toutc¯ ( ) is given byequation (A52) evaluated at t- . It turns
out to be advantageous tomultiply outc¯ by an envelope function, F t f t f tenv env on env offt t= - ´ -( ) ( ) ( ), due
to loss and the divergence in inc¯ . The sides of the envelope are
f t t t1
1 sin
2 2 2
, A57
t
env
env envenv q t q t= +
+
+ -
p
t ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
( )
( ) ( )
where θ(t) is a step function that equals onewhen t>0 and zero otherwise. The envelope rises from zero to one
in the interval tä[−τenv/2, τenv/2] as half a period of the sine function. Figure A7 shows an example of the
solution toequation (A56) alongwith the BS-FWMpump function given by Fout envc bc=¯ ¯ . The amplitude,
1b > , is used to ensure that the entire population in As may be converted to Ao despite the reduction in area
under the orange curve resulting frommultiplication by Fenv . The function c¯ (orange curve inﬁgure A7) is
found by optimizing ,ont b , and ow gD tomaximize ηout for aﬁxedG andQL/Qo under the constraint that
OL99%. The cutoff time, τoff, isﬁxed for a given pulsewidth,Δω, to avoid the divergence in outc¯ (occurring
at t≈7Δt inﬁgure A7).
Figure A7.Exampleof the emittedwavepacket calculated fromequation (A56). TheGaussian (dottedblack)plotsequation (A53)withan
appropriate temporal shift.Theusedparameters are:Q Q G t t t500, 100, 0.38, 3.83 , 0.42 ,L o o 0 onw g t= = D = = D = D
t5.91offt = D , andβ=1.06.
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